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Abstract
Assuming the existence of a supercompact limit of supercompact cardinals, we modify the
original consistency proof of Martin’s Maximum to obtain a model in which MM holds but the
Pmax axiom () fails. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pmax is a forcing construction recently developed by Hugh Woodin [7] which when
applied to an L(R)-model of AD creates a 2-maximal model for the structure hH (!2);
2; INSi, where INS is a predicate for the nonstationary ideal on !1. In this model, INS
is saturated, Martin’s Axiom holds, and c= 
1
2 =!2, and in the presence of suciently
large cardinals, it holds in this model that all forcible 2 sentences for the structure
hH (!2);2; INSi hold simultaneously.
Woodin formulates the following statement as a means of axiomatizing this 2-
maximal theory.
Denition 1.1. () is the statement: L(R) j=AD and L(P(!1)) is a Pmax-extension of
L(R).
This paper is part of the larger project of comparing Pmax forcing to previously
known forcing techniques. A natural candidate for comparison is the forcing axiom
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Martin’s Maximum, rst studied in [2], which is another maximality principle and
which has many of the same consequences for the structure hH (!2); 2; INSi.
Denition 1.2. Martin’s Maximum (MM) is the statement: if P is a partial order s.t.
forcing with it preserves stationary subsets of !1 and hD j <!1i is a collection of
dense subsets of P then there is a lter GP meeting each D.
MM+ is MM with the further requirement that if  is a P-name for a stationary
set, then f<!1 j 9q2G s:t: q 2 g is stationary. MM++ is MM+ but for !1 many
names for stationary subsets of !1. MM+! is MM+ with countably many names.
Woodin [7] has shown that MM++(c) (MM++ for posets of size the continuum) and
() are independent. This paper uses some of the ideas from his proof that MM++(c)
does not imply () to show that MM+! does not imply ().
One diculty in separating MM from () is that () is a statement about L(P(!1)),
and therefore cannot be destroyed without adding a subset of !1. Therefore, to get a
model of MM and :(), we had to redo the entire iteration from the original con-
sistency proof of MM in [2]. Our proof uses a variation of a denition for a set of
reals from Woodin [7], which we call X!1(Code)(S; ;). Under (), this set is equal to
P(!) (aside from quoting this fact, this paper uses none of the machinery of Pmax). In
our forcing construction, we do the consistency proof from Foreman et al. [2] at limit
stages, shuing in forcings at successor stages to ensure that the set X!1(Code)(S; ;) is
kept empty.
2. Preliminaries
We use the denition of generalized stationarity (due to Jech) used in [2].
Denition 2.1. Let  be a regular cardinal and A be a set. X  [A]< is closed and
unbounded if and only if:
1. For all y2 [A]< there is z 2X such that y z.
2. Whenever hy : <iX where < and <0 implies yy0 then
S
< y
2X .
X  [A]< is stationary if and only if it intersects every club subset of [A]<.
The idea behind the following denition is that forcing a continuous, increasing !1-
sequence through a projective stationary set preserves stationary subsets of !1. In fact
[1], Todorcevic’s principle SRP is equivalent to the statement that every projective
stationary set contains a continuous, increasing 2 -sequence of length !1.
Denition 2.2 (Feng-Jech [1]). Let A be a set containing !1, and let X be a subset
of [A]<!1 . Then X is projective stationary if for all stationary S !1, the projection
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of X to S,
fx2X j x\!1 2 Sg;
is stationary.
We adopt the following notation, where  is a cardinal and >!1 is an ordinal.
Denition 2.3. We denote by C set of the ordinals less than  of conality .
The following statement follows from MM and implies that every forcing which
preserves stationary subsets of !1 is semi-proper. WRP can be forced by collapsing a
supercompact cardinal to be !2.
Denition 2.4. The weak reection principle (WRP) is the statement:
8>!2;8 stationary Z P!1 ();8X  ; jX j=!1;9Y; X Y; jY j=!1, and Z \
P!1 (Y ) is stationary in P!1 (Y ).
The following notion is key to our coding process. The idea is that if T is a subset
of !1, then ~T is the set of ordinals in the interval (!1; !2) which are necessarily in
the image of T by any embedding derived from forcing with the nonstationary ideal.
Pmax appears to be particularly well adapted to manipulating the tilde function, a fact
which is exploited in [7, 5] and this paper. The relationship between T and ~T is studied
in [3].
Denition 2.5 (Woodin [7]). For T !1, ~T = f2 (!1; !2) j 9f :!1! ; one-to-
one and onto, and C !1, club, s.t. 82C; o:t:(f[])2Tg.
The following denition is a slight variant of one from Woodin [7] which is used
to show that MM++(c) does not imply ().
Denition 2.6. Suppose that S= hSi : i<!; <!1i is a collection of pairwise disjoint
stationary subsets of !1 and suppose that z!1. We associate to (S; z) two subsets
of P(!):
X!1(Code)(S; z)=
[
fX : <g
and
Y!1(Code)(S; z)=
[
fY : <g;
where
S!1(Code)(S; z)= h(; X; Y) : <i
is the maximal sequence generated from (S; z) as follows.
(i) Y0 = fzg; X0 = ;, and 0 is the least indiscernible of L[z] above !1.
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(ii) For all a2Y; a# exists and  is the least Y-uniform indiscernible  such that
k< for all <.
(iii) Suppose  is not the successor of an ordinal of conality !1. Then
X=
[
fX : <g
and
Y=
[
fY : <g:
(iv) Suppose  has conality !1. For each <!1, let
b= fj<! j the jth integer i such that ~Si \  is stationary is eveng:
Then Y+1 =Y [fb : <!1g. Further, suppose the following hold.
(a) The sequence h : <!1i, where  is the least b-indiscernible above !1, is
strictly increasing.
(b) The least b1-indiscernible above !1 is greater than .
(c) For all i; i0<!, for all ; 0<!1, for all continuous increasing conal functions
f :!1! , if ~Si \  is stationary in , then
f<!1 :f()2 ~Si and 2 S0i0g
is stationary.
(d) For all i; i0<!, for all ; 0<!1, for all 2C!1 , for all continuous increasing
conal functions f :!1! ; f0 :!1! , if ~Si \  is stationary in  and
~S0i0 \  is stationary in , then
f<!1 :f()2 ~Si and f0()2 ~S0i0g
is stationary.
Then X+1 =X [fb0g. Otherwise, X+1 =X.
(v) <!2.
Conditions iv(c) and iv(d) above are there to insure that if we shoot a club through
any ~Si \  we do not change any of the b’s coded at any earlier stage, and do not
kill the stationarity of any S0i0 .
We will abuse terminology in the following sense. If A0 0 and A1 1 are station-
ary in 0 and 1, respectively, and if 0 and 1 have conality !1, we say that A0 and
A1 have stationary intersection if there exist continuous, conal increasing f0 :!1! 0
and f1 :!1! 1 such that the set
f<!1 :f0()2A0 and f1()2A1g
is stationary. Note that the choice of f0 and f1 here is irrelevant. We will also say,
if A!1, and  2C!1!2 is as above, that A is coded at stage  if there exist f :
!1!  continuous, increasing, and conal, 2!1, and i2! such that for all <!1
2A,f()2 ~Si, where Si is as above.
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Note also that since the denition of X!1(Code) is absolute between models which agree
about stationary subsets of !1, if M N are models of ZFC such that IMNS = INNS \M ,
then X!1(Code)(S; z)
M X!1(Code)(S; z)N for any (S; z)2M . In fact, for such M;N , the
constructions are the same up to !M2 . Further, if hM : 6!2i is an increasing sequence
of models of ZFC which agree about stationary subsets of !1, and !
M!2
2 = supf!M2 :
<!2g, then (X!1(Code)(S; z))M!2 =
Sf(X!1(Code)(S; z))M : <!2g. These facts are straight
from the denition of X!1(Code) and are key to the proof of our main theorem.
We use the following denition of Namba forcing.
Denition 2.7. Namba conditions are pairs (s; t) such that t!<!2 is closed under
initial segments, s2 t, and such that for all x2 t the following hold.
1. x s or s x.
2. The set f<!2 j x_2 tg has cardinality either 1 or !2.
3. There exists x extending x such that f<!2 j x_2 tg has cardinality !2.
In the Namba ordering (s; t)6(p; q) i p s and t q.
3. Lemmas
3.1. Old lemmas
We will be using the following lemmas from other sources. Our main theorem in
the next section, plus the following lemma, will show that the extension we construct
in the next section does not satisfy () or MM++.
The proof of the following lemma is just a slight variation of the proof of the
corresponding fact in [7].
Lemma 3.1. Assume that either () or MM++ holds. Suppose that
S= hSi : i<!; <!1i
is a collection of pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of !1. Then for any z 2P(!);
X !1(Code)(S; z)=P(!):
As in the original consistency proof of Martin’s Maximum, we will use the following
result of Laver.
Theorem 3.2 (Laver [4]). Let  be a supercompact cardinal. Then there is a function
L : !V such that for every set Q2V and every cardinal  there are 0> and a
0-supercompact embedding j :V !M such that j(L)()=Q.
Further, we will be using the following strong preservation theorem from [6].
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Theorem 3.3 (Shelah [6]). Suppose hPi; Q i : i<i is an RCS iteration; and for every
j< for arbitrarily large non-limit i<j+1; Pj+1=Pi is f!1g-semiproper; and for every
i<; H Pi+n \the power of Pi is !1" for some n<!. Then P is f!1g-semiproper.
The following fact is proved in [7]. We need a little information from the proof,
since one thing we will need to argue is that we can force to create models over which
the forcing below does not add reals to X!1(Code)(S; ;).
Lemma 3.4. Say hSi : i<!i and hTi : i<!i are sequences of mutually disjoint sta-
tionary subsets of !1; and that h : <!1i is a continuous increasing sequence of
ordinals such that for each nonlimit   is measurable. Then there is a forcing P
adding no reals and preserving stationary subsets of !1 such that in the extension by
P there is a club set C !1 with the property that for all 2C and for all i<!;
 2 ~Si , 2Ti:
Proof. For  an ordinal and S a stationary subset of !1, let P(; S) be the partial
order consisting of the set of pairs (f; c) such that
(a) c!1; c is closed and bounded,
(b) f : max(c)!  and for all 2 c; o:t:(f[])2 S,
with the order (c0; f0)6(c1; f1) i
(a) c0 is an initial segment of c1,
(b) f0f1.
P(; s) is the forcing to put  into ~S.
The forcing we desire is
Y
2
S
i<!
Ti
P(; Si)
with countable support, where i is the unique integer i such that 2Ti.
That this forcing preserves stationary sets is an immediate consequence of a theorem
of Woodin in [7] stating that if hP : <!1i is a sequence of stationary subsets of !1
(we may think of P as Si where 2Ti) then for h : <!1i as above the set of
X 2 [supf : <!1g]<!1
such that for all 6X \!1; o:t:(X \ )2P is projective stationary. That is, for any
stationary E!1, for any name for a club subset of !1 and any suciently large H (),
we can nd Y H () such that Y \ supf : <!1g is in this projective stationary set,
such that Y \!1 2E and our name for a club is a member of Y . Any Y -generic then
is a condition forcing Y \!1 to be in the intersection of E and the club. A similar
argument shows that the forcing adds no reals.
The following two lemmas follow from simple reection arguments.
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Lemma 3.5. Assume that  is a supercompact cardinal. Then there is a semi-proper
forcing of cardinality less than  which forces the following.
1: INS is presaturated.
2: 
1
2 =!2.
3: For all stationary subsets S; T !1; there are stationarily many ordinals 2C!1!2
such that there exists a continuous increasing function f :!1!  such that for all
<!1;
2T , f()2 ~S:
Proof. A standard reection argument shows that if  is supercompact then there is a
semi-proper forcing of cardinality less than  which forces MM++(c), which implies
each of the desired statements, the rst by [2] and the second by [7]. For the third
statement, let h : 6!1i be the rst !1 + 1 uniform indiscernibles, and let
A= fx2 [!1 ]<!1 j 82 x\!1 o:t:(x\ )2 S, 2Tg:
The third statement follows by forcing with
Y
2T
P(; S)
as dened in Lemma 3.4. That this forcing preserves stationary subsets of !1 follows
from the fact that A is projective stationary, which follows from the presaturation of
INS plus 
1
2 =!2 by an argument similar to the second half of Theorem 3.10. Similar
arguments also occur in [7, 3].
Although Woodin has shown that collapsing a Woodin cardinal to !2 gives the
presaturation of the nonstationary ideal, we use the statement below for the purpose
of exposition. Our main result follows from the existence of a supercompact cardinal
which is a limit of cardinals satisfying the consequences of Lemma 3.6. We note that
it is an unpublished result of Magidor that WRP implies that INS is presaturated.
Lemma 3.6 (Foreman et al. [2], and Magidor (unpublished)). Assume that  is a su-
percompact cardinal. Then WRP holds after forcing with Coll(!1;<); and thus so
does the presaturation of INS.
3.2. New lemmas
Our rst lemma gives us the rst two steps of our forcing.
Lemma 3.7. Let h : <!1i be a continuous increasing sequence of cardinals such
that  is measurable for all nonlimit . Force with initial segments to add S= hSi : i
<!; <!1i; a collection of mutually disjoint subsets of !1. Then force with initial
segments to add T= hTi : i<!i; another sequence of mutually disjoint subsets of
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!1. Then force as in Lemma 3.4 with the sequences hS1i : i<!i; hTi : i<!i; and
h : <!1i. Then the following statements hold.
1: For each Si and each Ti0 ; Si \Ti0 is stationary.
2: For each i<!; ~S1i= f : 2Tig.
3: For each i<! and 2!1nf1g; ~Si= ;.
4: X !1(Code)(S; ;)= ;.
Proof. Statement 1 follows from a simple analysis of the forcing to add subsets of !1
by initial segments. Statement 4 follows from statement 3 by the denition of X!1(Code).
For statement 2, we already know from Lemma 3.4 that for each 2!1 and i2!,
 2 ~S1i, 2Ti: Statement 3 and the rest of statement 2 (the non-’s) follow by a
similar argument.
After forcing to obtain S and T, for any ordinal , our nal forcing puts  into
~Sj if and only if the set of X 2 [supf : <!1g[ ]<!1 such that for all 6X \!1,
o:t:(X \ )2 S1i (where i is such that 2Ti) and o:t:(X \ ) =2 Sj is nonstationary. Let
 be a name for a function witnessing the nonstationarity of such a set, and let X be an
elementary submodel of a suciently large H () with ; h : <!1i and  in X , and
let s= hs i : i<!; 2X \!1i; t= hti : i<!i be any X -generic for the rst two steps
of our forcing. Note that since each o:t:(X \ ) as well as o:t:(X \ ) are greater than
X \!1, s and t have not decided into which of the sets in S these values will fall.
We can then extend the sets in s and t to disjoint sets such that for all 6X \!1,
o:t:(X \ )2 S1i if and only if 2 ti. Furthermore, if  6=1, we can extend so that
o:t:(X \ ) is not in Sj, and if  is not equal to any , then we may extend any S1j
so that o:t:(X \ ) is not in S1j. Then since s and t are X -generic, we have that X
is closed under the realization of  and so  is not a name for a counterexample to
conditions 2 or 3.
Lemma 3.9 below is used to show that the use of Namba forcing we need to take
elements out of X!1(Code) does not put new ones in. The statement of the lemma is
awkward, mainly because we have not been able to prove a stronger fact which we
believe to be true (i.e., the second part of the lemma without a supercompact, and
with the ’s as V -uniform indiscernibles instead of measurables). The proofs of the
two parts of the lemma are both variants of similar proofs in [7]. We should note that
the lemma subsumes proofs that the sets mentioned are stationary in V , as well as the
fact that our version of Namba forcing preserves stationary subsets of !1. We state
rst the following lemma, the rst half of which appears in [7], and the second half
of which has the same proof.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that INS is presaturated and that 
1
2 =!2. Then the uniform
indiscernibles are the critical sequence of any iteration of V by the nonstation-
ary ideal. Further; if X is a set of reals from V in any outer model such that
the least indiscernibles above !V1 of the reals in X are unbounded below !
V
2 ; then the
X -uniform indiscernibles are also the critical sequence of any iteration of V by
the nonstationary ideal; and thus are the same as the V -uniform indiscernibles.
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Lemma 3.9. Assume that INS is presaturated and that 
1
2 =!2. Let S and T be
stationary subsets of !1; and let  be a uniform indiscernible above !1. Then in any
extension by Namba forcing; the set
fx2 []<!1 j x\!1 2 S and o:t:(x)2Tg
is stationary.
Further; let hSi : i<!i be a sequence of mutually disjoint stationary subsets of !1.
Let  be a supercompact cardinal and let h : 6i be a closed; countable increasing
sequence of ordinals greater than  such that for each nonlimit  is measurable. Let
 be a V -uniform indiscernible above . Then in any extension by Namba forcing;
for any function f :  + 1!!; if there does not exist 6 such that =  and
f()= 1; then the set of x2 [ [ ]<!1 such that
1. x\!1 2 S0;
2. 86 o:t:(x\ )2 Sf();
3. o:t:(x\ ) 62 S1
is stationary.
Proof. For the rst fact, note rst that we need to consider only those  which Namba
forcing will collapse to have cardinality !1. This follows from the fact that in V [g] we
could reect a counterexample above !2 to one below it. In consideration of this, let 
be a Namba-name for a 1{1, onto function from !1 to , and let  be a Namba-name
for a club subset of !1. For each pair of ordinals (0; 1)2 S T , we dene a game
G(0; 1). We claim that if player II wins this game for any pair in S T , then the
resulting game tree gives a condition showing that the pair ,  is not a counterexample
to the lemma. We claim also that for some such pair, player II has a winning strategy.
The game G(0; 1) is as follows. Fix a bijections 0 :!! 0 and 1 :!! 1. We
start with the full tree on !2, that is, the largest condition in Namba forcing. Call
it p0. For each turn i, player I picks an ordinal i below !2. Player II plays a pair
(pi+1; i+1) such that the following hold.
1. pi+16pi in Namba forcing.
2. For n the rst !2-splitting level of pi; the stem of pi+1 has length at least n, and
nth value at least i.
3. If i=0mod 3, then for some <0, pi+1  \i+1 is 1(i=3)-th in [0] and ()=
i+1".
4. If i=1mod 3; then pi+1  (0((i − 1)=3))= i+1.
5. If i=2mod 3; then i+1 2 (0((i − 2)=3); 0) and pi+1  i+1 2 .
The usual fusion argument using a winning strategy for player II in the game
G(0; 1) gives us a Nambda condition q such that q 0 2 ^ o:t:([0])= 1 as
desired. That is, select a tree of plays by player II’s strategy with the following prop-
erties.
(a) For each nite sequence 0 : : : n there is a play in the tree in which I plays each
i>i.
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(b) If pi is part of a move by player II in the tree such that n is the rst !2-splitting
level of pi, then no two pi+16pi in the tree have the same nth value on their
stem.
Let q be the set of all initial segments of all stems of all moves by player II in
this tree. Then for any generic G for Namba forcing with q2G, there is a play of
G(0; 1) such that the plays by player I are elements of the stems from G, and the
rst coordinates of the plays by player II are elements of G. By the rules of the game,
then, q must force the desired facts.
To show that player II has a winning strategy for some (0; 1), the key point is
the rst half of Lemma 3.8, i.e., that the uniform indiscernibles of V form the critical
sequence of any iterated generic embedding of V by the nonstationary ideal. We work
in an extension of V where we have collapsed a suciently large cardinal in V to
iterate V as we like, and iterate it so that for j the induced embedding, !V1 2 j(S) and
2 j(T ). Let M be the last model in this iteration. We claim that in M , player II has
a winning strategy in the game G(!V1 ; ). Otherwise, player I has a winning strategy
in this game, since the game is closed. We derive a contradiction by exhibiting a path
through the game tree for this strategy. For this path, player II’s moves will always
be such that pi 2 j\V . Therefore, whatever ordinals pi forces into j()\!V1 will be in
j\. Therefore, we can create a path just by letting 3n+1 be 1(n) (the other i’s can
be picked in any fashion, as long as each pi 2 j\V ). As j\!2 is conal in !M2 , we
can always nd pi+1 above i and deciding whatever fact we need.
The second fact uses a similar absoluteness argument. Suppose that the sets hSi :
i<!1i, h : 6i, and f :  + 1!! form a counterexample, along with a club set
C  [ [ ]<!1 which is the set of countable sets closed under some function g : [ [
]<!! [ [ ]. Then the tree of attempts to pick (in ! steps) ordinals  2 Sf(),
2 S0 and 0 62 S1 while at the same time (at alternate stages) building a countable set
x closed under g showing that these sets are not a counterexample (i.e., such that the
ordertypes of the intersections are the chosen ’s) must be well founded. We get a
contradiction by showing that the image of this tree is ill-founded in an iterate of a
forcing extension of V .
Note that if we collapse the supercompact cardinal, we get INS presaturated again.
Then we can iterate V [g][h] (where h is generic for the collapse) again, putting
 2 j(Sf()) as desired. The point here is that the measurables are still on the criti-
cal sequence. The only additional fact needed is that V [g][h] j=\Sf() does not force
any V -uniform indiscernible  into the image of S1", since the collapse preserves the
stationarity of
fx2 []<!1 j o:t:(x\!1)2 Sf() ^ o:t:(x\ ) 62 S1g:
Note that in V [g] there exists an !-sequence of reals from V whose rst indiscernibles
above !1 are unbounded in !V2 . By the second half of Lemma 3.8, the uniform indis-
cernibles for this !-sequence are the same as the V -uniform indiscernibles. Therefore,
when we get to the step in the iteration where  will become countable, even if the
critical point at that step is some , 6, we can iterate so that  is not in the
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image of S1. We then get our usual contradiction, i.e. that j\[ [ ] is closed under
j(g), and so letting = , =!V1 and 
0=  we have that the image of the tree is
illfounded.
This gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 3.10. Assume that the conclusions of Lemma 3:5 hold. Let  be the least
supercompact cardinal; and let h : <!1i be the lexicographically least continuous
increasing sequence such that  is measurable for each nonlimit .
Let S= hSi : i<!; <!1i be a collection of stationary; mutually disjoint subsets
of !1. Let  be such that for  as in Denition 2.6 no real enters X!1(Code)(S; ;)
before stage ; and suppose that <!1 is such that for innitely many even i<!
and for innitely many odd i<! is the set ~S i \  stationary in .
Then force with Namba forcing; obtaining a real x coding the sharps of an
!-sequence of reals from V whose least indiscernibles above !1 are unbounded in !V2 ;
so that the least indiscernible of x above !1 is greater than !V2 . Let afi<! : ~S i \ 
stationary in g be such that
x= fj<! j the jth k 2! such that k 2 a is eveng:
Let h : <!1i be a continuous; increasing; conal sequence of ordinals below .
Force to shoot a club through the set
f<!1 j 9i2 a s:t:  2 ~S ig[ f<!1 j 9i2! 9  6=   2 ~S ig:
Next collapse  to be !2.
Next force by initial segments to add hTi : i<!i; a sequence of mutually disjoint
stationary subsets of !1.
Lastly; force as in Lemma 3:4 to make; for each <!1 and each i<!;  2 ~S1i,
2Ti.
Then in this nal extension; for each S  i and each V -uniform indiscernible  greater
than !1; if  6= 1 or  is not equal to any ;  62 ~S  i. Therefore; in this extension;
X !1(Code)(S; ;)= ;. Furthermore; since the last two stages of this forcing preserved
stationary subsets of !1; after the rst three forcings we had X!1(Code)(S; ;)= ;.
Proof. Fix S  i. By the rst part of Lemma 3.9, for each V -uniform indiscernible 
above !1, and any stationary T !1, T 2V , after Namba forcing the set
fx2 []<!1 j x\!1 2T ^ o:t:(x) 62 S  ig
is stationary, and so  62 ~S  i.
By the second part of Lemma 3.9, if we assume that either  6= 1 or  is not equal
to any , we have that for all V -indiscernibles  greater than , for all 2!1, for
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any stationary T !1 from V , and for any f :  + 1!!, the set
fx2 [ [ ]<!1 j x\!1 2T ^86 o:t:(x\ )2 S1f() ^ o:t:(x\ ) 62 S  ig
is stationary. After we shoot a club through our union of stationary sets from V ,
these sets (from this paragraph and the one before it) are still stationary for any
T 2 (P(!1)=INS)V which is still stationary. Therefore, no V -indiscernible  has yet
been put into ~S  i.
Furthermore, when we collapse  to be !2, these sets all remain stationary, as they
do when we force to add the sequence hTi : i<!i.
Lastly, note that the forcing in Lemma 3.4 is a product which can be broken at any
point into the product of two forcings preserving stationary subsets of !1. Therefore,
if this forcing puts  into ~S  i, then for <!1 least such that  >, the forcing to put,
for all 6 ,  2 ~S1i, 2Ti must do it. However, the sets Ti  + 1 existed after we
forced with Namba forcing, and so we have the stationary set (fx2 [0]<!1 j o:t:(x)2
S1i0 ^ o:t:(x\ ) 62 S  ig if <0 and 02Ti0 ,
fx2 [  [ ]<!1 j (86  o:t:(x\ )2 S1i, 2Ti)^ o:t:(x\ ) 62 S  ig
if >0) witnessing the fact that this forcing cannot put  into ~S  i unless =1 and 
equals some .
Given this, we have that no real enters X!1(Code)(S; ;) before stage  by assumption.
No real can enter X!1(Code)(S; ;) at stage  because we have forced to make, at stage
, b  (as in the notation of Denition 2.6)= x, while b +1 is a real from V . Since the
least indiscernible of x is greater than !V2 , the least indiscernibles of the b’s at stage
 are not increasing, and so no real enters X!1(Code)(S; ;) at stage . Note that x enters
Y!1(Code)(S; ;) at stage , and that by the second half of Lemma 3.8 the x-indiscernibles
are all V -indiscernibles. We have that no V -indiscernible above !1 is in any ~S2i, and
so no real can enter X!1(Code)(S; ;) after stage .
4. The proof
The following is our main theorem. The consistency of MM with :() is a corollary.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exists a supercompact limit of supercompact cardi-
nals. Then there is a forcing extension in which the following hold:
1. Martin’s Maximum+!.
2. There exists a sequence S= hSi : i<!; <!1i of pairwise disjoint stationary sub-
sets of !1 such that X!1(Code)(S; ;)= ;.
Proof. We collapse a supercompact cardinal to start, so that we have WRP (this is
really just for the sake of exposition).
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Our forcing is a semi-proper iteration hP; Q  : < i with revised countable support
of length our supercompact limit of supercompacts. We let M denote the extension
by P. We will have the following facts, where
S= hSi : i<!; <!1i
is added in the rst stage of the iteration.
1. For each < , M j=WRP + X!1(Code)(S; ;)= ;.
2. For each nonlimit <<  and each T 2P(!1)M stationary in M, T is station-
ary in M, and there exists in M a  2 (C!1!2 )M in the sense of Denition 2.6
and a conal, increasing continuous function f :!1!  such that for all <!1,
2T,f()2 ~S0, where =1.
3. Each jPj<  and each M+1 j= jPj=!1:
This is enough to insure that in our nal extension X!1(Code)(S; ;)= ;, and to insure
that our iteration is semi-proper. To get MM+!, we shue in the original proof from
Foreman et al. [2] at limit stages.
Let L : !V be as in Laver’s lemma (Lemma 3:2).
Each step in our iteration will be a block of forcings.
For our rst block, let h : <!1i be the continuous increasing sequence of ordinals
whose nonlimit members are the rst !1 measurable cardinals. Let  be the supremum
of this sequence. Force as in Lemma 3.7, getting our sequence S= hSi : i<!; <!1i
such that each ~S1i \  is stationary and such that these stationary sets have stationary
intersection with each Si and each stationary set from the ground model (i.e., for
each i; j2! and each stationary E!1 from the ground model and each continuous
conal increasing f :!1!  the sets f2 Sj jf()2 ~S1ig and f2E jf()2 ~S1ig are
stationary). Note that  is on the -sequence from Denition 2.6 since it was a limit
of measurables and the forcing from Lemma 3.7 adds no reals (and so  is a uniform
indiscernible). We then force as in Lemma 3.5, and nally force as in the rst three
stages of Theorem 3.10, with  playing the role of  and 1 the role of  in the
statement of the theorem. The last of these stages is the collapsing of a supercompact
to force WRP. This completes the rst block. Note that since each ~S1i \  has stationary
intersection with every stationary subset of !1 from the ground model, this block
preserves stationary subsets from the ground model. Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.10
give us that our other induction hypotheses are preserved.
For all successor blocks, we assume that we have WRP. We rst do the last two
stages of the forcing in Theorem 3.10, creating a new coding point  where each
~S1i \  is stationary ( in the statement of the theorem), and such that these stationary
sets have stationary intersection with all stationary subsets of !1 from the previous
M. Note that by Theorem 3.10, at this point X
!1
(Code)(S; ;)= ;. We then force as in
Lemma 3.5, and nally force as in the rst three stages of Theorem 3.10, with 
as  and 1 as  as in the statement of that theorem. The last of these stages is the
collapsing of a supercompact to force WRP. Our induction hypotheses are preserved
for the same reasons as for the rst block.
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At limit stages , as in the [2] proof of MM, if L() is a pair (; ), where P-name
for a semi-proper forcing and  is an !-sequence of -names for stationary subsets of
!1, then we rst force with  (otherwise, we rst force with the trivial forcing). We
may assume by tacking on a forcing as in Lemma 3.4 if necessary that there is some
 in the C!1!2 of the extension by this forcing such that  is greater than !
M0
2 for all
0<, that no real enters X!1(Code)(S; ;) before stage , and that for some 2!1 the
following hold, where we declare that the third condition holds vacuously if L() is
not such a pair.
1. For innitely many even i2! and innitely many odd i2!, ~S i \  is stationary
in .
2. For all i2!, for all 0<, and for all E 2 (P(!1)nINS)M0 , if ~S i \  is stationary
then so is the intersection of ~S i \  and E, in our abused terminology.
3. For no i; j2! and no continuous, conal, increasing f :!1!  is it true that for
all 2 j , f()2 ~S i, where j is the realization of the jth term in  by our forcing
with L().
We then force as in Lemma 3.5, and nally force as in the rst three stages of Theorem
3.10, with  as  and  as  in the statement of that theorem. The last of these stages
is the collapsing of a supercompact to force WRP.
The key point is that while the forcing  at a limit stage  sometimes does put a
real into X!1(Code)(S; ;) (and while reals may enter at limit stages), we have prepared
the model M so that we can undo this coding while keeping the iteration semi-
proper. That is, by conditions 1 and 2 above and Theorem 3.10, we can force to make
X!1(Code)(S; ;)= ; again while preserving all stationary subsets of !1 from all earlier
M0 . Further, by condition 3 above, we do this also without destroying the stationarity
of the realization of any of the terms in any of the ’s.
Our iteration forces MM+! by the proof in [2].
Corollary 4.2. If ZFC + \there exists a supercompact limit of supercompact
cardinals" is consistent; then so is ZFC +MM+! + :() + :MM++.
5. Questions
A positive answer to the following question would reduce the hypothesis needed for
our main theorem to one supercompact.
Question 5.1. Assume that  is a supercompact cardinal. Is there then necessarily a
< such that Coll(!1;<) forces the following statement?
Assume that P is a semi-proper forcing which adds a stationary subset of !1
which has stationary intersection with every stationary subset of !1 in the ground
model. Let  be the P-name for the forcing which shoots a club through this
set. Then P   is semi-proper.
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The statement in question is a consequence of WRP and implies that the nonstation-
ary ideal is precipitous.
The key question left open by this paper is the following.
Question 5.2. Does Martin’s Maximum++ imply ()?
It is possible that the answer is no unless sucient large cardinals exist. In this form,
the question is getting very close to the question of whether large cardinals imply that
() can be forced by semi-proper forcing. Woodin has conjectured that the existence
of !2-many Woodin cardinals implies that () can be forced, though this forcing may
kill stationary sets or collapse !1.
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